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•  Modular exhibits, ideal for 10'x10', 10'x20', 10'x30' and 20'x20' spaces
•  Packaged in a wheeled crate, with frames and graphics pre-assembled
•  May be set up with or without professional assistancence

modular
exhibits
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• Why choose fabric graphics?
  Fabric graphics are very well suited for use in the exhibit and events industries. They are easy to transport, handle and set up; they are 

scratch-resistant and wrinkle resistant.

  They offer unrivaled aesthetic rendering with the best color execution that won't fade over time.

• What is dye-sublimation printing?
  Sublimation is a physical phenomenon by which matter passes directly from a solid to a gas. The fabric’s fibers are dyed directly, 

which improves color resistance over time.

• Benefits of this technology
-  Unrivaled quality: dye-sub printing offers exceptional contrast, intensity and depth. Colors are vibrant and available in a wide range, including at 

high density.

-  Anti-reflective: dye-sublimated fabric absorbs light and prevents reflections from appearing on your image.

 - More eco-friendly process: the inks used are aqueous solutions that are solvent-free and odorless.

GRAPHICS
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Five reasons to choose panoramic h-line

SHOWCASE YOUR IMAGE 

Put the graphic image front and center! No visible aluminum profile means your message is even more 
effective and your booth carries a true mark of quality. 

ENDLESS MODULARITY

All module types can be connected to one another -- no restrictions! Rest assured that you can use 
your booth in every space, even those you have yet to consider. Panoramic h-line is a completely 
scalable solution that grows along with your company. 

FOCUS ON THE ESSENTIALS!

Each module has been designed to provide its own unique functionality (communicate, display, design, 
spread your message, store, and welcome customers). You can pre-fit certain modules by adding 
optional kits for even more functionality. 

BE CREATIVE!

Distinguish your company by creating your own custom graphic or use our database of colors and 
patterns specifically chosen for Panoramic h-line. Put a part of yourself in your booth!

CLEVER & SIMPLE

Panoramic h-line requires zero technical expertise and is set-up without the use of tools. Set-up up 
the booth yourself, or with our assistance. Standard modules do not exceed a weight of 19 lbs. 
Set-up for a 20’ x 10’ booth takes less than 1 hour for 1 person. 

BENEFITS
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93’’

9.5’’ 19’’ 38’’

3 modules sizes:  
9.5’’, 19’’ and 38’’

Every panel is delivered with pre-installed graphics, just connect them!

CONCEPT
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turn

All module types can be connected to one another 

Result: no visible aluminum profile !

1/4

lock
in

place

push
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Shelving modulesStandard modules

MODULES AND ACCESSORIES FOR A WIDE RANGE OF POSSIBILITIES

Multimedia modules Accessory modules Standard lightbox 
module

Door modules

Signage modules & lightbox signagesLightbox arch modulesArch modules
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Console modules Display cases & brochure holders

Accessories & features 

Storage modules
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Header modules

Counter modules
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x1 x1 x1 x1 x1

x1 x2

x1
x2 x1 x1

13 module pack
Purchase* $ 21,000
Initial investment for 4 events

Price for each event  $ 5,350

Rental* $ 10,250

*TV not included in price. 
Rental price includes custom-printed graphics.

HMS038, 38'' 
standard module 

HMS038-L 
standard 
lightbox 
module

HMC119 
counter 
module

HMV538-L 
lightbox arch 

module

HMR119 
storage 
module

HMC338B 
console 
module

HMT012 
shelving 
module

HMS138 
standard 

half-height 
modules

HMH047-L 
lightbox 
signage 
module

HMS019, 
19'' 

standard 
module 

HMF038-01 
brochure-

holder 
module

100% MODULAR: 13 MODULES, 4 SHOWS, 4 CONFIGURATIONS, 4 LOCATIONS
Reconfigure your h-line exhibit to suit your event, using the same pack of modules each time

10'x10'
Montreal

10'x10'
Chicago

10'x20'
Las Vegas

10'x20'
Toronto
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46.5''

38''

h10-03
Structures + graphics + counter + 2 
LED lights + packaging

Purchase*  $ 8,700

Rental $ 4,550
*furniture and printed carpet not included

Option (unit price)

  Purchase
printed carpet 
panofloor  $ 1,650

HMC119 counter LED light

Simply add 3 more standard 38" modules to turn it  
into a 10'x20' exhibit

standard height 93''

10'

10'
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h20-12
Structures + graphics + counter + 
packaging

Purchase* $ 13,700 

Rental $ 7,300 
*furniture and printed carpet not included

Option (unit price)

  Purchase
printed carpet 
panofloor   $ 3,300

HMC038 counter HMR119 storage modulestandard height 93''

20'

10'

Create storage with 

the closet module

Remove modules and adapt to a smaller area: 
10'x10'
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Add new modules and accessories to create a 
customized 10'x20' exhibit

h10-06
Structures + graphics + counter + 2 
LED lights + packaging

Purchase* $ 12,600

Rental $ 5,500 
*TV screen, furniture and printed carpet not included

Option (unit price)

  Purchase
printed carpet 
panofloor   $ 1,650

HMC038 counter with USB hubstandard height 93''

10'

10'
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h10-07
Structures + graphics + counter + 
packaging

Purchase*  $ 15,800

Rental $ 7,300
*TV screen, furniture and printed carpet not included

Option (unit price)

  Purchase
printed carpet 
panofloor  $ 1,650

3 brochure holders module + 
TV (HMM638)

Display your items on 

shelves

Add 2 38'' lightbox modules and  
2 standard 19" modules to create a 10'x20' exhibit

standard height 93''

10'

10'
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h20-28
Structures + graphics + counter + 4 
LED lights + packaging

Purchase*  $ 21,900

Rental $ 10,450
*TV screen, furniture and printed carpet not included

Option (unit price)

  Purchase
printed carpet 
panofloor  $ 3,300

interior shelf in each console

20'

10'

Increase visibility  with a header

Remove modules and adapt to 
a smaller area: 10'x10'standard height: 93''  

header height: 38''
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h20-24
Structures + graphics + counters + 3 
LED lights + packaging

Purchase*  $ 26,850

Rental $ 12,850
*TV screen, furniture and printed carpet not included

Option (unit price)

  Purchase
printed carpet 
panofloor   $ 3,300

USB hub

20'

10'

brochure holders and TV 2 HMC038-USB counters 
connected with HMC003

Increase the impact  of your communication  with lightbox modules

Add header modules to transform your exhibit  
into a central 20'x20' island'standard height: 93''  

header height: 38''
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Connect two counters 
using the connection 

module

standard height 131''

h20-29
Structures + graphics + counters + 5 
LED lights + packaging

Purchase*  $ 29,750

Rental $ 14,550
*TV screen, furniture and printed carpet not included

Option (unit price)

  Purchase
printed carpet 
panofloor   $ 6,600

lightbox signs to display  
your logo

20'

20'

Add 2 standard 38'' modules, 1 19'' module and 1 
9'' module to change the layout of your exhibit to 

10'x20'
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Storage module HMR119

Vary your messages 

with wall.frame

h20-26
Structures + graphics + counters + 
packaging

Purchase* $ 20,750

Rental $ 10,700
*TV screen, furniture and printed carpet not included

Option (unit price)

  Purchase
printed carpet 
panofloor   $ 3,300

standard height 93''

20'

10'

Increase the size of your exhibit to 10'x30': 
add 1 storage module, 1 arch and 1 counter
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h20-10
Structures + graphics + counter + 
packaging

Purchase* $ 28,700

Rental $ 15,100
*TV screen, furniture and printed carpet not included

Option (unit price)

  Purchase
printed carpet 
panofloor   $ 6,600

arch module with lightbox 
velum HMV438-L

HMR038 storage module

20'

20'

Create a very different design  
using the same area and more functionalities

standard height: 93''  
header height: 38''
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h30-02
Structures + graphics + counter + 6 
LED lights + packaging

Purchase*  $ 32,500

Rental $ 16,350
*TV screen, furniture, grid, grid accessories and printed carpet not 
included

Options (unit prices)

  Purchase
printed carpet 
panofloor   $ 5,000

grid for accessories

black or white  $ 200

display case

helix.200   $ 1,300

grid module to attach various 
accessories

30'

10'

Showcase your products with the 

helix.200 display case  

(option, p. 60)

Remove modules and adapt your exhibit  
to a smaller area: 10'x20'standard height: 93''  

header height: 38''
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Work space  
28.4" x 17.3"

Work space  
47.4 x 19.3"

Lightbox counter

COUNTERS, TO GREET VISITORS!

hmc119
Small counter module with door (19” 
x 38” x 12”) + dye-sub graphics

Purchase $ 1,400
Rental $ 600

hmc119-usb
Option with USB hub

Purchase $ 1,550
Rental $ 650

Counter height 
39.4"

hmc138
Medium counter module with door  
(38” x 38” x 12”) + dye-sub graphics

Purchase $ 1,825
Rental $ 850

hmc138-usb
Option with USB hub

Purchase $ 1,950
Rental $ 900

Counter height 
39.4"

hmc138-L
Medium counter module with door  
(38” x 38”x 12”) + dye-sub  
graphics

Purchase $ 2,650
Rental $ 1,100

hmc138-L-usb
Option with USB hub

Purchase $ 2,800
Rental $ 1,125
 

Counter height 
39.4"

Locking door

Backlit  
front panel

Max coutertop weight: 
11lbs

Max inside shelf weight: 
44lbs
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h-line.crate. H3

Purchase $ 1,200 

Rental $ 375 

Exterior dimensions: Weight: 
34"W x 97"L x 60"H  370 lbs

h-line.crate H5

Purchase $ 1,200

Rental $ 375

Exterior dimensions: Weight: 
30.25"W x 96.5”L x 56.25"H 245 lbs

Accessory 
storage

Partitionable crate

Pre-assembled 
graphics on frames

TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS

Height includes wheels and accessory compartment
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portable
exhibits
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RETRACTABLE BANNER STANDS 

- variable graphic height  = 60" - 83.25"

- seven widths to choose from: 23.5", 31.5", 
33.5", 36”, 39.25", 47.25”, 59”

- toolless quick rail combines the ease of a 
snap rail with the reassurance of an adhesive 
fixing

- weighted base for stability

- adjustable leveling feet

- hybrid bungee/telescopic pole

BLD-LT-600-1

BLD-LT-920-1

BLD-LT-1200-1

BLD-LT-1500-1

BLD

BLD-LT-800-1

BLD-LT-850-1

BLD-LT-1000-1.

New hybrid bungee/
telescopic pole!

Starting at $195
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Retractable Banner Stands 

- variable graphic height = 60.5”- 83.25”

- double sided

- anodized silver base

- toolless quick rail combines 
  the ease of a snap rail with the 
  reassurance of an adhesive fixing

- molded end caps

- adjustable feet on base

- hybrid bungee/telescopic pole 

ONT-800-DBL-S-4

ONT-920-DBL-S-4

ONT 2ONT 1

silver: ONT-800-S-4
black: ONT-800-B-4

silver: ONT-850-S-4
black: ONT-850-B-4

silver: ONT-1000-S-4
black: ONT-1000-B-4

silver: ONT-920-S-4
black: ONT-920-B-4

- variable graphic height  = 60.5”- 83.25”

- anodized silver or black base options

- toolless quick rail combines 
  the ease of a snap rail with the 
  reassurance of an adhesive fixing

- molded end caps

- adjustable feet on base

- hybrid bungee/telescopic pole

Starting at $240
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- standard graphic height = 78.5”

- anodized silver or black base
  options (800mm only)

- swivel feet & snap top graphic rail

- 800mm unit is supplied with
one bungee pole per unit,
1200mm and 1500mm come
with two bungee poles per unit

MSQT
silver: MSQT-800
black: MSQT-800-B

silver: MSQT-1200 

silver: MSQT-1500

shown at 
maximum 
height

- variable graphic height = 68”- 122”

- over 10' tall

- anodized silver base

- swivel feet

- snap top graphic rail

- adjustable telescopic pole

- heavy duty, weighted stand

MSQT

MSQT-GIANT-920-S

- standard graphic height = 78.5”

- anodized silver base

- swivel foot

- snap top graphic rail

- 3-piece bungee pole

MSQT LITE

MSQT-LT-800

RETRACTABLE BANNER STANDS ECONOMY 

MSQT-800
MSQT-1200

MSQT-1500

Starting at $175
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PILLOWCASE BANNER DISPLAYS 
Pillowcase banner displays feature basic tubular frames coupled with pillowcase fabric graphics. The economy tube frames 
come with a one-year limited warranty. Simply pull the graphic over the frame.

23.5"w 36"w

47.25"w 59"w

FMLT-ESS-S-600

FMLT-ESS-S-920

FMLT-ESS-S-1500

FMLT-ESS-S-1200

- standard graphic height = 92"
- standard depth = 17.72"
- straight aluminum tube frame
- rounded corners
- bungee cords for easy assembly
- sturdy feet anchor the display
- pillowcase fabric graphic
- comes with carry bag

FMLT 
BANNER – STRAIGHT

23.5

36

59

47.25

23.5"w 36"w

47.25"w
59"w

FMLT-ESS-C-600

FMLT-ESS-C-920

FMLT-ESS-C-1500

FMLT-ESS-C-1200

- standard graphic height = 92"
- standard depth = 23.96"
- curved aluminum tube frame
- rounded corners
- bungee cords for easy assembly
- sturdy feet anchor the display
- pillowcase fabric graphic
- comes with carry bag

FMLT 
BANNER – CURVED

23.5

36

59

47.25

Starting at $250 
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VECTOR FRAME FABRIC LIGHT BOX

◀

01 Rectangle
VF-LB-R-01
36.3”w x 47.49”h x 19.69”d
comes in 1 OCE case 

01 Square
VF-LB-S-01
36.3”w x 35.68”h x 19.69”d
comes in 1 OCE case 

02 Rectangle
VF-LB-R-02
36.3”w x 71.12”h x 19.69”d
comes in 1 OCH case 

02 Square
VF-LB-S-02
48.11”w x 47.49”h x 19.69”d
comes in 1 OCE case 

03 Rectangle
VF-LB-R-03
48.11”w x 71.12”h x 
19.69”d
comes in 1 OCH case 

03 Square
VF-LB-S-03
71.73”w x 71.12”h x 19.69”d
comes in 1 OCH case 

04 Square
VF-LB-S-04
95.35”w x 94.49”h x 19.69”d
comes in 1 OCH case 

04 Rectangle
VF-LB-R-04
48.11”w x 94.74”h x 19.69"d
comes in OCH case

LED lights come adhered  
to the frame, making set-up  
as simple as:
1. assembling the frame
2. applying the push-fit graphics
3. plugging in the electrical cord! 

◀

◀

◀

LED edge 
lighting

fabric backer

4" aluminum 
frame

fabric 
graphic

LED edge 

lighting

◀

05 Rectangle
VF-LB-R-05
118.99”w x 94.74”h x 19.69”d
comes in 1 OCH case 

Vector Frame fabric light boxes feature durable 4" aluminum extrusion frames, push-fit INTENSITY backlit fabric graphics and 
LED edge lighting. Single and double sided graphic options are available. Starting at $1,100
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VECTOR FRAME EDGE POSTER FRAMES

◀

Vector Frame Edge fabric poster displays combine durable, slim 3/4” lightweight aluminum extrusion frames and 
easy-to-apply push-fit fabric graphics. Custom frame sizes are available.

Square Sizes: 
VFE-S-01: 11.8"w x 11.8"h

VFE-S-02: 23.62"w x 23.62"h

VFE-S-03: 35.43"w x 35.43"h

VFE-S-04: 47.24"w x 47.24"h

VFE-S-05: 59.06"w x 59.06"h
 

Rectangle Sizes: 
VFE-R-01: 11.8"w x 23.62"h

VFE-R-02: 11.8"w x 35.43"h

VFE-R-03: 23.62"w x 35.43"h

VFE-R-04: 23.62"w x 47.24"h

  Features Include: 
- slim, lightweight 3/4" aluminum frame
- easy-to-apply push-fit fabric graphic
- direct to wall mounting
- custom frame sizes available

use as posters in a retail setting

use as directional signs

use as advertisements

Starting at $135
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TABLE THROWS & RUNNERS

◀ PRINTED TABLE THROW

- complete your presentation with a premium 
printed table throw

- lends a polished appearance to any display

- maximize your advertising with additional 
space to display your message

4’ full: TBL-T-4-F
4’ economy: TBL-T-4-E
6’ full: TBL-T-6-F
6’ economy: TBL-T-6-E
8’ full: TBL-T-8-F
8’ economy: TBL-T-8-E

CONVERTIBLE TABLE THROW

- printed throw converts quickly and easily to fit 

both a 6’ and 8’ table

- Velcro tabs make conversion simple

convertible full: TBL-T-FC
convertible economy: TBL-T-EC

shown as 8’ convertible table throw

carry bags available, fits 4 or 6 table throws

TBL-THRW-BG, TBL-THRW-BG2

TABLE RUNNERS
24” full: TBL-R-24-F
24” economy: TBL-R-24-E
30” full: TBL-R-30-F
30” economy: TBL-R-30-E
36” full: TBL-R-36-F
36” economy: TBL-R-36-E
60” full: TBL-R-60-F
60” economy: TBL-R-60-E

- accent your solid colored table 
throw with a full color printed runner

- available in four widths

Starting at $250

Starting at $110
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TABLE THROWS 

◀

- tailored to fit 4', 6’ & 8’ tables top to bottom

- optional carry bag available

- stretch fabric dye-sublimated printed table throw 

lends a stylish look to any display

- zipper in the back provides access to underneath 

the table

STRETCH TABLE THROW
4’ full: TBL-SW-4-F
6’ full: TBL-SW-6-F
8’ full: TBL-SW-8-F

- form fitted to fit 4', 6’ & 8’ tabletops

- optional carry bag available

- fitted fabric dye-sublimated printed table 

throw lends a polished look to any display

4’ full: TBL-FT-4-F
6’ full: TBL-FT-6-F
8’ full: TBL-FT-8-F

- tailored to fit round tables

- printed on premium dye-sublimated fabric

- all options lend a stylish and polished look to any event

ROUND TABLE THROWS
30”dia., 30”h draped, fitted & stretch options
30”dia., 42”h draped, fitted & stretch options
48”dia., 30”h draped & fitted options
60”dia., 30”h draped & fitted options

FITTED TABLE THROW

Starting at $275

Starting at $225

Starting at $350
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SEG TENSION FABRIC
SEG is one of the sleekest collapsible portable displays and it delivers style with minimal effort. SEG Displays come in a variety of 
sizes and are offered with or without end caps. SEG requires no tools for assembly, is lightweight and highly portable. SEG features 
crisp, straight edges due to the simple, push-fit fabric graphic attachment.

EMB BACKWALL

- lightweight anodized straight silver frame

- stabilizer feet on all frames 3 quads high

- simple assembly

- perimeter channel bars connect to frame 

and hold push-fit fabric graphic

- crisp, push-fit fabric graphic creates clean, 
straight edges; comes with front or fully fitted 

graphic (with end caps)

- dovetail on top hubs for lights to slide into

- rolling carry bag for most units

easy snap arms

channel bars for 
insertion of fabric 

graphic easily 
connect and slide 

onto collapsible frame

easy push-fit
fabric graphics
go into channel
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SEG TENSION FABRIC

10' full height standard display
footprint dimensions: 

 117”w x 88.8”h x 28.94”d
EMB-4X3FG-S

5‘ full height standard display
footprint dimensions: 

59.95”w x 88.8”h x 28.94”d
EMB-2X3FG-S

7½’ full height standard display
footprint dimensions: 

88.15”w x 88.8”h x 28.94”d
EMB-3X3FG-S

7½’ tabletop
footprint dimensions: 

88.15”w x 59.59”h x 12.92”d
EMB-3X2FG-S

2½' full height standard display
footprint dimensions: 

31.1”w x 88.8”h x 28.94”d
EMB-1X3FG-S

5‘ tabletop
footprint dimensions: 

59.95”w x 30.74”h x 12.92”d
EMB-2X1FG-S

5‘ tabletop
footprint dimensions: 

59.95”w x 59.95”h x 12.92”d
EMB-2X2FG-S

2½‘ tabletop
footprint dimensions: 

30.43”w x 30.74”h x 12.92“d
EMB-1X1FG-S

SEG COUNTER
EMB-CT

- 40.95"w x 40.23"h x 14.95"d

- collapsible display counter

- includes internal shelf

- push-fit fabric graphics

- top available in four laminate finish options

clear
shelf

All SEG frames are eco-friendly, come with a  
carry case, and have a limited lifetime warranty.

silver black naturalmahogany

Counter tops are available  

in your choice of four thermoform finishes

Starting at $310
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All SEG frames are eco-friendly, come with a  

carry case, and have a limited lifetime warranty.

10' full height standard display

footprint dimensions: 

 117”w x 88.8”h x 28.94”d

EMB-4X3FGE-S

5‘ full height standard display

footprint dimensions: 

59.95”w x 88.8”h x 28.94”d

EMB-2X3FGE-S

7½’ full height standard display

footprint dimensions: 

88.15”w x 88.8”h x 28.94”d

EMB-3X3FGE-S

7½’ tabletop

footprint dimensions: 

88.15”w x 59.59”h x 12.92”d

EMB-3X2FGE-S

2½' full height standard display

footprint dimensions: 

31.1”w x 88.8”h x 28.94”d

EMB-1X3FGE-S

5‘ tabletop

footprint dimensions: 

59.95”w x 30.74”h x 12.92”d

EMB-2X1FGE-S

5‘ tabletop

footprint dimensions: 

59.95”w x 59.95”h x 12.92”d

EMB-2X2FGE-S

2½‘ tabletop

footprint dimensions: 

30.43”w x 30.74”h x 12.92“d

EMB-1X1FGE-S

all sizes available  
with or without  
endcaps

comes with a 
carry bag or wheeled 

carry bag; optional 
hard cases available 

Starting at $355SEG TENSION FABRIC
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POPUP BACKWALLS

POPUP™ BACKWALLS

The Popup is one of the most dynamic and popular large format 

graphic displays due to its maximum impact with minimal effort. 

Popup Tension Fabric Displays come in a variety of sizes and 

are offered in straight and curved frames. Popups require no 

tools for assembly, are lightweight and highly portable and they 

pack away as easy as they set up! LED lighting makes the 

Popup glow and stand out even more. 

optional interior lights 

are attached with Velcro 

to back fabric panel

BACKLIT POPUP

- lightweight, heavy-duty silver frame

- supports an integrated full fitted fabric graphic 
mural with end caps only

- available in 5', 7 ½' or 10' sizes (curved only)

- LED lights include one year limited warranty

- comes in an OCX molded case 

HOP-BL2X2-FGE-C HOP-BL3X3-FGE-C HOP-BL4X3-FGE-C
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POPUP BACKWALL
The Popup is one of the most dynamic and popular large format graphic displays due to its maximum impact with minimal effort. Popup 
Backwall Dimensions add style, flare and function to any 7 ½’ or 10’ Popup straight display. Easily accessorize your Popup with monitor 
mounts, counters, tables, and more messaging real estate. Purchase as a complete kit or as an accessory for your existing straight Popup. 
Dimensional elements can be placed in the middle, left or right sides of the display.

- 7 ½’ full height straight backwall

- 2 stand-off rigid graphic accents with 
literature holders 

- monitor* mount supports 23” monitor, 
max weight = 30 lbs

- 2 Lumina 200 lights

DIM KIT 01
HOP-DIM01-3X3FG-S

- 7 ½’ full height straight backwall

- stand-off counter supports max 25 lbs

- counter features graphic and literature 
holder

- monitor* mount supports 23” monitor,  
max weight = 30 lbs

- 2 Lumina 200 lights 

DIM KIT 02
HOP-DIM02-3X3FG-S

- 10’ full height straight backwall

- accessory counter features:

- monitor* mount supports 40” monitor,  
max weight = 50 lbs

- counter top holding max weight of 35 lbs 

- printed fabric graphic and literature holder

- 2 Lumina 200 lights

DIM KIT 03
HOP-DIM03-4X3FGE-S

- 10’ full height straight backwall

- standoff counter features:

- fabric graphic messaging area (top)

- printed fabric graphic (bottom)

- counter top holding max weight of 35 lbs

- 2 Lumina 200 lights

DIM KIT 04
HOP-DIM04-4X3FGE-S

*Monitors not included.

Starting at $1,000
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PILLOWCASE
Space maximizing Pillowcase 10' Straight exhibits incorporate sleek, straight aluminum frames with zipper pillowcase fabric graphics to create 
a sharp, bold backwall that clearly conveys who you are and what you do. With a variety of accents including graphic headers, adjustable 
literature pockets, shelves, tables, counters and more, you are sure to find a design that best suits your space needs!

Pillowcase S1

FMLT-WS10-01

Pillowcase S3

FMLT-WS10-03

Pillowcase S4

FMLT-WS10-04

Pillowcase S6

FMLT-WS10-06

Pillowcase S7

FMLT-WS10-07

Pillowcase S5

FMLT-WS10-05 

Pillowcase S2

FMLT-WS10-02

Starting at $900
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HANGING STRUCTURES

RING TAPERED RING

SQUARE TAPERED SQUARE

double sided
graphic

double sided
graphic

bottom
graphic

double sided
graphic

bottom
graphic

double sided
graphic

 8’ diam. x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
10’ diam. x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
12’ diam. x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
14’ diam. x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
16’ diam. x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
18’ diam. x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
 20’ diam. x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h

 8’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
10’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
12’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
14’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
16’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
18’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
 20’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h

 8’ diam. x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
10’ diam. x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
12’ diam. x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
14’ diam. x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
16’ diam. x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
18’ diam. x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
 20’ diam. x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h

 8’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
10’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
12’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
14’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
16’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
18’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
 20’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h

Starting at $1,380

Starting at $1,775 Starting at $1,800

Starting at $1,625
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TRIANGLE

double sided
graphic

bottom
graphic

 8’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
10’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
12’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
14’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
16’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
18’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
 20’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h

RECTANGLE

double sided
graphic

PINWHEEL

double sided
graphic

 8’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
10’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
12’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
14’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
16’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
18’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
 20’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h

 8’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
10’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
12’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
14’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
16’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
18’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h
 20’w x 2’h/3’h/4’h/5’h/6’h

Starting at $1,390

Starting at $1,550

Starting at $1,375

HANGING STRUCTURES
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portable
accessories
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TABLET STANDS

Are you looking to incorporate ipads into your display or environment? Sleekly-designed free standing ipad stands and kiosks make it easy 
to encourage interactivity, present information and engage your customers in any space. Stands feature stretch fabric graphics.

TENSION FABRIC iPAD STANDS

The Tablet Stands are smart, lightweight and portable and make it easy to incorporate media into any environment.

*Monitors and tablet devices not included.

iPAD STAND 01
TABLET-STD-01

- 30”w x 84”h x 23”d

- small monitor mount*, holds
32" TV/32 lbs max

- ipad holder (2nd, 3rd, 

  4th gen and Air models)*

- pillowcase fabric graphic

TABLET-STD-02
iPAD STAND 02

- 20.25”w x 85.11"h x 
23.8”d

- ipad holder (2nd, 3rd, 

  4th gen and Air models)*

- pillowcase fabric graphic

TABLET-STD-03
iPAD STAND 03

- 19.98”w x 64.34”h x 
15.2”d

- ipad holder (2nd, 3rd, 4th 

gen and Air models)*

- pillowcase fabric graphic

TABLET-STD-04
iPAD STAND 04

- 26.26”w x 46.26”h x 
22.64”d

- ipad holder (2nd, 3rd, 4th 

gen and Air models)*

- pillowcase fabric graphic

iPAD STAND

- displays ipad 2nd, 3rd, 4th gen and Air models*

- portrait or landscape

- security screws, allen key and bolts make the 

  unit both durable and theft resistant

- base can be bolted to the floor for extra security

- carry bag available as an upgrade

PAD12-02A-BLACK
UNIVERSAL
TABLET STAND

- displays multiple tablet styles or iPad*

- portrait or landscape

- security screws, allen key and bolts make the unit 
both durable and theft resistant

- base can be bolted to the floor for extra security

- features a telescopic, adjustable-height
pole, height minimum 28.88" - maximum 49.81"h

PAD21-04

Starting at $165
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LITERATURE RACKS
Literature racks are used to simply display brochures and can be used in countless applications, from trade shows, conference rooms and 
events to lobbies and more.

ZD 1

- 6 pocket rack

- can be stored or  
shipped loaded 

 with literature

black: ZD-1-B
silver: ZD-1-S

hard case upgrade:
black: ZD-1HC-B
silver: ZD-1HC-S

ZD LITE

- 6 pocket rack

- collapsible

- lightweight version  
of the ZedUp

- constructed from  
aluminum & plastic 
for reduced weight

silver: ZD-LITE

IL

- fast-folding cantilever rack

- 4 front facing pockets

black: IL-1-B
silver: IL-1-SINN

black: INN-B
silver: INN-S

- modular design

- 10 pockets

- packs in 3 separate parts  
for reduced shipping size

All literature racks come with a five year limited warranty, a carry bag, and are an eco-friendly choice.

Starting at $175
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SLIMLINE LED LIGHTING
Incorporate modern, bright LED lights into your display and draw attention to your brand and message with elegance. With bright, cool 
lights and contemporary slim profiles, you can modernize your display, set the stage and better communicating a clear message. Choose 
from several LED lighting solutions that will make your message and products shine.

LED SPOT

- low voltage 5 watt slender 
spotlight

- 17.18” long from end to end

- mounts to banner stands

- available in black only

LUM-LED3-ORL-B
LED FLOOD

- low voltage 12 watt spotlight

- 17.16” long from end to end

- mounts to dovetails and 
extrusion channel

- available in black only

LUM-LED4-ORL-B
LED STRIP

- low voltage 12 watt

- 16.1” long from end to end

- mounts to dovetails and 
extrusion channel

- available in black only

LUM-LED5-ORL-B

LED EXHIBITION

- low voltage 12 watt spotlight

- 17.13” long from end to end

- mounts to extrusion channels

- available in black only

LUM-LED6-ORL-B

LUMINA 200 LED

- LED Lumina 200 floodlight

- Uses multi cups chip on board 
(MCOB) light technology and 
features a slim profile

- LED rated for 20,000 
continuous hours

- 19" long from end to end

black: LUM-LED2-ORL-B
silver: LUM-LED2-ORL-S

Starting at $90 each
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LUMINOSITY DISPLAY LIGHTING
Lighting can create a powerful, impactful presence or display. Illumination is an important piece of the puzzle to achieve the mood, style and 
staging that you desire. A variety of Luminosity™ display lights, lighting kits and solutions are available to help clients make their projects shine!

LUMINA 5

- low voltage 50 watt spotlight & 
universal fittings kit

- deluxe chrome head

- telescopic arm

- extends from 7”- 22” long

- LED option available

LUM-5

- low voltage 50 watt 

 slender banner stand spotlight

- mounts to a vertical pole

- brushed stainless steel finish

- LED option available

LUM-2-1

- low voltage 50 watt spotlight 
& universal fittings kit

- “goose neck” arm

- mounts horizontally

- LED option available

black: LUM-1-B
chrome: LUM-1-C

LUMINA 6

- low voltage, 50 watt 
spotlight & universal 
fittings kit

- stylish curved twin arms

- silk black only

- LED option available

LUM-6
LUMINA 8

- 12 volt spotlight with straight 
arm & adjustable head

- includes 110 volt UL approved 
transformer, 50 watt bulb & 
universal fittings kit

- 17” long from end to end

- LED option available

black: LUM-8-B
silver: LUM-8-C

LUMINA 200
FLOODLIGHT

- 110 volt ETL approved wall 
washer floodlight with a 
straight arm & adjustable head

- light includes 120 watt halogen 
bulb

- 19.5" long from end to end

- silk black finish

LUM-200-ORL

LUMINA 2LUMINA 1

Starting at $75 each
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CASES
It’s critical to protect your tradeshow exhibit investment with a quality constructed transit and shipping case. An extensive selection of exhibit 
and display cases and crates to choose from that are all made in the USA and are designed to house specific lines of exhibits and displays for 
maximum portability and protection during shipping. 

OCA-2

- ideal for lights and accessories

- secure straps help to ensure case 
will remain closed during transport

- interior size: 
32.81"w x 4.13"h x 13.75"d

- exterior size: 
34”w x 7”h x 15”d

- weight when empty: 8 lbs

OCB

- this expandable shipping case fits up 
to three swivel-foot banner stands with 
bags or one premium stand with bag*

- also used for Formulate™ Lite displays

- interior size min/max: 
min - 12”w x 30.13”h x 3.75”d 
max - 12”w x 47.13”h x 3.75”d

- exterior size:
min - 14.56”w x 30.38”h x 5.88”d 
max - 14.56”w x 47.38”h x 5.88”d

- weight when empty: 9 lbs

- *case does not fit Uno, Spring 5, 
Contender 48 or banners over 39.37” w

LIGHTING & ACCESSORY CASE

BANNER STAND CASE

- premium latches for maximum strength

- built in wheels and easy-to-grip molded handle

OCS

- interior size:14”w x 39.13”h x 13.25”d

- exterior size:18”w x 42.25”h x 16.5 ”d

- weight when empty: 18 lbs

OCL

- interior size:14”w x 51.5”h x 13.25”d

- exterior size:18”w x 55.13”h x 16.5”d

- weight when empty: 20 lbs

small: OCS
large: OCL

SMALL & LARGE GRAPHIC CASES

OCE

- the perfect protective shipping
 and/or storage case for all Formulate™ exhibit kits, 

hanging structures and accessory products
- adjustable roto-molded expandable display case
- adjustable lid and easy pin latch

- interior size min/max: 
min - 13.75”w x 39.63”h x 11.75”d 
max - 13.75”w x 64”h x 11.75”d

- exterior size min/max: 
min - 16.75”w x 39.88”h x 16.88”d 
max - 16.75”w x 64.25”h x 16.88”d

- weight when empty: 27 lbs
- separate fabric graphic converts the case into a 

counter

EXPANDABLE CASE

Starting at $185
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- lid can be used as a step 
stool while assembling 
displays

- access door provides storage 
when unit is used as a 
counter

- interior size: 
14.13”w x 31.75”h x 19.75"d

- exterior size: 
16.75”w x 38.25"h x 26.25”d

- weight when empty: 31 lbs

OCP-ELITEOCX

- light storage in the lid

- premium latches for  
maximum strength

- interior size: 
23.5”w x 35.75”h x 13.07”d

- exterior size: 
26.73”w x 39.49”h x 17.05”d

- weight when empty: 31 lbs

OCH

- roto-molded case for exhibits, 
graphics & accessories

- secure reinforced straps help 
to ensure case will remain 
closed during transport

- strong yet lightweight

- interior size: 
23.25”w x 7.63”h x 46.5”d

- exterior size: 
26”w x 12”h x 50”d

- weight when empty: 22 lbs

OCH2

- heavy-duty shipping and 
storage case

- ideal for Linear hybrid displays

- secure reinforced straps help 
to ensure case will remain 
closed during transport

- interior size: 
24.13"w x 12.25”h x 47.25”d

- exterior size: 
29”w x 15”h x 52”d

- weight when empty: 30 lbs

- wheels and handles recessed

- premium latches for maximum 
strength

- hinged lid with internal light 
storage

- robust, roto-molded plastic

- interior size: 
22”w x 35.5”h x 14.13”d

- exterior size: 
26”w x 39.56”h x 17.75"d

- approximate weight when 
empty: 32 lbs

OCP-2

STANDARD WHEELED
DISPLAY CASE

DELUXE WHEELED
DISPLAY CASE

PREMIUM WHEELED
DISPLAY CASE

OC-HOP

- ideal for Hopup backwall 
displays (fits up to 4x3 hopup)

- built-in handle and wheels for 
easy transport

- interior size:  
13.5”w x 35.5”h x 13.5”d

- exterior size:  
15.5”w x 35.69"h x 17"d

- weight when empty: 17 lbs

HOPUP/MEDIUM
WHEELED CASE

LARGE DISPLAY CASE LARGE DISPLAY CASE

CASES Starting at $260
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FOLLOW US:

HEADQUARTERS:

2801 Centre Circle, Suite A
Downers Grove, IL 60515

CALIFORNIA LOCATION:
Woodland Hills, CA

CALL US
(630) 620-7720

FAX US
(630) 620-8218

EMAIL US
contact@katherinefrank.com

HOURS
Monday - Friday
9:00 am - 5:00 pm central standard time

EXHIBIT DESIGN | TRADE SHOW SERVICES | SIGNAGE

connect


